Special features of this newly updated and greatly expanded edition include:

- four new chapters;
- reorganization of the "Manuscript Preparation" section for easier reference;
- new conventions in the chapter on "Style in Special Fields";
- complete revision of the section on "Plant Sciences";
- cross-listing of "Abbreviations and Symbols";

and much more . . .

CONTENTS: Ethical conduct in authorship and publication • Planning the communication • Writing the article • Prose style for scientific writing • References • Illustrative materials • Editorial review of manuscripts • Application of copyright law • Manuscript into print • Proof correction • Indexing • General style conventions • Style in special fields • Abbreviations and symbols • Word usage • Secondary services for literature searching • Useful references with annotations • Subject index.

ISBN: 0-914340-04-2; clothbound; publication date: summer 1983; trim size 6 x 9 inches; 326 pages
CBE Member price: $21.50
Regular price: $24.00

Economics of Scientific Journals

"... an in-depth source for anyone who wants to learn about the inner workings of scientific journal publishing ... guides the reader through all phases of journal publishing, dealing with such important topics as single issues and back volumes, editorial operations, copyediting, budgeting, financial planning and marketing." — Society for Scholarly Publishing Letter

ISBN: 0-914340-03-4; paperbound; publication date: December 1982; trim size 6 x 9 inches; 106 pages
CBE Member price: $10.75
Regular price: $11.95

Scientific Writing for Graduate Students

SELECTED CONTENTS: The master plan • The first revision: Structural alterations • Further revision: Polishing the style • Editing assignments • Responding to the editor • Design of tables and figures • Preparation for writing the doctoral thesis • Writing a research project proposal • Oral presentation of a scientific paper • Principles and practices in searching the scientific literature

ISBN: 0-914340-01-8; paperbound; published 1968, reprinted 1983; trim size 6 x 9 inches; 190 pages
CBE Member price: $8.75
Regular price: $9.75

Illustrating Science: Standards for Publication

A unique reference manual on the standards and guidelines for the publication of scientific illustrations.

ISBN: 0-914340-05-0; clothbound; publication date: spring 1984; trim size 7 x 10 inches; fully illustrated; approx. 250 pages.

TERMS OF SALE:

- Prepayment in U.S. currency drawn on a U.S. bank required with all orders
- Price includes BOOK RATE postage. Fatter delivery available at extra cost
- All sales final, no returns

Mail your order with payment to: Council of Biology Editors, Inc.
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814, U.S.A.